
•  N ew drawer slot provides quick and safe operation
•  Key-activated mode switch for secure operation
•  Locking cash drawer with 3 bill and 6 coin compartments
•  Drum printing ensures for efficient use
•  Bright, large-character LED display for easy viewing
•  8 pre-programmed departments
•  80 price look-ups (PLUs) for quick and accurate entry

XE-A102
Electronic Cash Register

Maximum Performance
in Minimum Space



Distributed by:

XE-A102Electronic Cash Register

•  4 Programmable tax rates
•  Currency conversion
•  Error escape function
•  Under tray storage for charge slips, cheques, and larger bills
•  Spacious key layout and large function keys for smoother, more 

efficient operation

Display Operator Large LED, 9 digits, 7 segments

Printer Type Drum

Digits 13

Paper width 57.5mm

Paper roll diameter 80mm

Printing speed 1.4 lines/sec.

Drawer Bill 3 compartments

Coin 6 compartments

Keyboard Type Normal

No. of keys 30

Department Standard 8

PLU Standard 80

Tax/VAT rate 4

Dimensions (W x D x H) 330 x 363 x 234 mm

Weight 5.0 kg

O ther key features

Specifications

Dimensions

Design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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Meet the XE-A102 – the ideal partner for small business and shop 
owners who need an electronic cash register that’s big on 
performance, but small in size. 

Packed with convenient functions, the enhanced XE-A102 
makes it easier and more efficient than ever to manage your 
sales. Transactions are neatly organized with eight departments 
for classifying products and services into groups, while price 
look-ups (PLUs) for up to 80 top-selling items ensure fast and 
accurate price entry. The newly added drawer slot provides a 
quick and secure deposit for bills and cheques. And with six coin 
compartments, you’ve got all the space you need for an effective 
drawer layout. 

 Better still, the compact XE-A102 is designed for smooth 
and reliable operation. While wide key spacing helps prevent 
entry errors, the large LED display makes prices, totals, and 
change amounts easy to view. Combined with a durable drum 
printer, the XE-A102 ensures efficient use.

The operating mode can only be changed by inserting 
a key. This makes for increased security since only the 
person with the key can change modes. 

234 mm

363 mm

330 mm

Key-activated mode switch

The handy drawer slot brings you quick, safe storage 
for large bills and cheques without the constant hassle 
of lifting a heavy coin tray.

Drawer slot


